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ABSTRACT

Producing is the process of creating a work from the knowledge that owned. Model problem based learning a model Directing learners to critical and active thinking. Accordingly, the authors are interested in doing research learning produces text explanation complex focus on identification social phenomena with the model problem based learning in class XI MIPA 1 SMA PGRI 1 Bandung. The results of his research as follows: (1) The author is able to plan, implement, and assess produces text explanation complex focus on identification social phenomena with the model problem based learning in class SMA PGRI 1 Bandung; (2) The student of class XI SMA PGRI 1 Bandung is able produces text explanation complex focus on identification social phenomena with the model problem based learning; and (3) Effective problem based learning model used as in learning to produces produces text explanation complex focus on identification social phenomena with the model problem based learning in class XI SMA PGRI 1 Bandung. This is evident from the results of statistical calculations with the results $t_{hitung} > t_{table}$ ie 21.67 > 29.03 at 95% confidence level, and degrees of freedom of 30. Based on these facts, the authors conclude that learning to able produces text explanation complex focus on identification social phenomena with the model problem based learning in class XI SMA PGRI 1 Bandung has been successful.
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